1 . For a .non constant integral function of order zero, the loga rithmic order P* and the lower logarithmic order X * are given as [11, lim sup log log M(r,f) = P * rim inf log log r a* where M(r,f) = max J f(z)j . z=r The geometric means of Jf(z)j for 0 < K < w, are defined as The logarithmic convergence exponent p 1 and lower logarithmic sup log n(r) __ (1 .5) lim r+oo ing log log r r (log x) K log G( have also studied few properties of gK(r) which are given in the form of the theorems .
2 . Theorem 1 : -Let f(z) be an integral function of order zero . Then, for 0 < r1 < r 2 , we have
where K is any positive number .
Proof . From (1 .4), we have
(2 .3) (log r2) K+l log gK (r 2 x ) = (K+1)I log G(x) (locjx)K dxF rom (2 .2) and (2 .3)_ we get, (2 .4) (log r2) K+1 log g; (r2) -(log rl) K+1 log g* (r 1 )
is an increasing function of x . 
r2 log G(x)(log x) K aX .
ir l 1/(log r) sup log { 6~} p p gK (r) 1 r->co inf log log r x * 1
In order to prove the above theorem we first prove the 1 gR (r) 1/log r Lemma 1 " lG(r) exp 1 (log r) 1 (log , x) K+l n(x)dx
Proof of Lemma 1 : -r K+1 (log x) K+l _dx (log G(x))dx (log r) 1 r = 1 (log r) K+1 log G(r) -(K+1) (log x) K (log r) K+1 1 r _ -log G(r)+ (K+1) K+1 (log x) K log G(x) (log r) 11
Hence (log x) K+1 r n(r) (l _ (1)K+2) K+2 2 limsup log n (r) rinf log log r 1 2 jl/log r 2 log log G(r ) slip~9K(r2 )i lim r+co inf log log (r 2 ) sup P log n (r) _ l lim 1 , g log r raoo inf 1
From (3 .3) and (3 .4), (3 .1) follows . 
